ORIKATA PENDANTS

RECOMMENDED TOOLS AND MATERIALS:

- Electrical tape
- Wire strippers
- Medium flat blade screwdriver
- Wire cutters
- Tape measure
- Small flat blade screwdriver

CAUTION:
- Professional installation is strongly recommended.
- READ these safety instructions entirely prior to installation.
- DO NOT BEGIN INSTALLATION UNTIL ALL ELECTRICAL POWER TO THE INSTALLATION SITE HAS BEEN TURNED OFF AT THE CIRCUIT BREAKER!

Attention: If you do not have an existing electrical light box in your intended installation site, have one installed by a licensed electrician.

THIS PRODUCT INCLUDES:

A. - Ceiling canopy assembly
B. - Orikata pendant
C. - Wire nuts (X2)
D. - Mounting screws (X2)

(actual shape may vary)
Use a tape measure to determine the desired cord length for your pendant. To adjust the cord length, loosen the black plastic set-screw on the ceiling canopy assembly. Use wire cutters to cut the cord about 6 inches above the canopy assembly.

Use wire strippers to cut back the outer protective cover from the wires, then remove approximately 1/2" of the protective cover of each of the individual wires. If a third (green) ground wire is present, that wire can be cut off entirely. Use electrical tape to prevent the fabric cord cover from continuing to fray.

With the black plastic set-screw still loosened, twist the strain relief to unscrew it from the remaining components of the ceiling canopy assembly, then use the included mounting screws to connect the steel crossbar to your existing junction box.

Using the included wire nuts, twist together the wires from the pendant with their corresponding wires from the junction box. Tuck the excess wire up into the junction box before lifting the canopy plate up to the ceiling and tighten in place with the strain relief.

Re-tighten the black plastic set screw in the strain relief. Then return power to the installation site. Install the lightbulb by spreading the pendant open along its vertical seam to expose the socket.

**SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:**

These pendants do not include a bulb. Specific bulb recommendations can be found at roomandboard.com